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At McKenzie County Healthcare Systems, we have
a team of dedicated professionals who make your
health our mission.
ON THE COVER
(left to right) Members of the Fort Union Masonic Lodge #128 in Watford
City dedicating the Howard Bonner Memorial Emergency Waiting Room;
Surgical Team - Dr. Torfi Hoskuldsson, Dr. Ravindra Joshi, and Dr. Leah
Brewster, DNP; Myra Anderson, selected as Woman of the Year in
conjunction with Women’s Day this year, and Patsy Levang, MCHS Board
Chair.
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PAGE ONE
Dr. Warren Hunter Looney.
PAGE TWO
1. Lisa Samuelson, Registered Diagnostic Medical Sonographer.
2. Members of our nursing staff (left to right) - Mel Bendanillo, RN;
Nazareth Aquino, RN; Theres Aparece, RN; and, Gerard Baguio, Nurse
Assistant.
3. Our amazing lab team - Annabelle, Cheska, Jessica and Hilda.
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4. Sally Ogot, Interim Laboratory Manager, talking to Cameron
LeVasseur about blood types.
5. Kaylyn Applegate, Radiology Technologist; Audrey Emerson,
Cooperative Work Experience Student-McKenzie County Public School
District #1; and Karlee Bailey, Radiology Technologist.
6. Glenn Wahus, American Legion Carl E. Rogen Post 29 Department
Commander and Post 29’s Trust Chairman; Dr. Mary Aaland, Trauma
Surgeon; and Shawn Krabbenhoft, Post 29 Commander.
7. Chantal Helde, Pharm-D, and Ashley Enger, Pharm-D.
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MESSAGE FROM

CEO & board chair
Dear Friends,
As we look back at 2019, we can’t help but be proud of McKenzie
County Healthcare Systems, Inc. (MCHS). In addition to another
year of staff members earning honors such as Dr. Ramage, Cheryl Faulkner and Daniel Kelly, it was a year where we successfully
added additional medical providers such as Dr. Joshi (orthopedic
surgery), Dr. Hoskuldsson (general surgery), Dr. Mundorf (internal medicine), Dr. Looney (family practice) and Dr. Leah Brewster
(surgical nurse practitioner).
Our staff’s efforts to reduce hospital readmissions by ensuring
patients’ safe transition from one care setting to another are another area where we made strides. Our extensive involvement in
providing annual wellness visits, care management and chronic
care management have effectively reduced healthcare costs for
the residents of McKenzie County.
The Board of Trustees and administration are focused on positioning MCHS to again provide birthing services. This is not an
overnight proposition as it involves recruiting Pediatricians, Obstetricians, Anesthesia services every hour of every day and the
needed delivery room and surgical nurses. This could take up to
two years before it is fully developed.
It is truly our honor and privilege to lead McKenzie County
Healthcare Systems, Inc. This healthcare system is special in that
it is made up of employees and volunteers who are in health
care for all the right reasons. None of the honors, innovation
and care MCHS is recognized for would be possible without our
team members. It is their commitment to making a difference
in the lives of our patients and their families that is the basis for
our transformational work. And it shows every day. In the arena
of rural healthcare, we, along with a few others, are growing and
adding services such as obstetrics when other rural hospitals are
closing. We are working to provide great healthcare to a very rural populace. This was noted in a U.S. News and World Report article recently. While much of healthcare is being forced to locate
in urban centers, we are keeping quality healthcare local. This is
a testament to the Board of Trustees and administration whose
vision is; when possible to provide healthcare locally rather than
having residents travel to Minot or Bismarck.

Above: Congratulations to Dan Kelly, who received the
Outstanding Rural Health Professional Award at the 2019
Dakota Conference on Rural and Public Health! The award
was presented by Pete Antonson.

Thank you for reading this 2019 annual report. We are proud to
share with you the ways in which we are growing and becoming
a stronger organization and the many ways in which we impact
the lives of the residents of McKenzie County, North Dakota.
Respectfully submitted,
Patsy Levang, Board Chair		
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Daniel Kelly, CEO

medical staff report
2019 has been an exciting and challenging year with the addition of five new physicians, an orthopedic and general surgery team, an anesthesiology unit, a new emergency department contract and scores of ancillary personnel to support our objectives. Our staff is an accumulation of experience, and we strive to keep them busy and
engaged. We have huge plans for the Good Shepherd Home expanding into Memory Care and, at some point, we
will return to Obstetrics. Gynecology and ENT are in the early phases of start up as well.
This transition has allowed us to perform procedures and treat patients in ways, which up to now, were only
imagined. It has not gone without our share of hitches in our “giddy up” but everyone has pulled together, and we
are doing our best to provide quality of care and in a timely fashion. We continue to battle staffing issues across
the board in all departments but we problem solve, multitask and forge on. Our “Field of Dreams” has completed
the “If you build it” phase, and we are working diligently on the “they will come”.
My role as Chief of Staff is evolving, and I am extremely happy running about getting everyone in their respective
places. Small steps and patience go a long way. Maria and I still have a busy clinic and as senior citizens ourselves;
we carry on. Going on 17 years together this November!
In summary, life is grand, work is enjoyable, and our small town is leading the way in hybrid health care in a rural
setting. We are training residents and medical students in the hope that someday they will return to us in a center of excellence. They certainly leave with an appreciation of rural medicine and an ER experience that rivals any
big city.
So at this point, I will sign off at the risk of sounding insufferably positive. I encourage everyone to use our facility
and look for the good in what we do. After all, we do this for our community so that everyone can have healthcare at home.

Dr. Gary Ramage, MD COS MCHS
Medical Director

Above: Congratulations to Dr. Gary Ramage, MD, for being
selected as the recipient for the North Dakota Medical
Association’s Physician Community and Professional Services
Award!
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CAO Report
Christ’s example demonstrates the virtue of service. This is the heart of MCHS, a
mission to serve. Christ’s example also shows the pursuit of service is not
without trial.
The hidden benefit in a trial is called the “silver lining.” There does
not seem to be an analogous term for the opposite, the unwanted
effect accompanying a blessing. The change in economic
prosperity of McKenzie County in recent years is unmatched. For
outsiders looking in this is what they see. For those who live,
work and operate businesses here, we see the unwanted effects
accompanying this blessing. MCHS faces the same obstacles all
organizations in our area face: finding and keeping quality staff,
cost of living, recruiting, and even Pollyanna would agree that
affordable housing is scarce. It is important to face our reality. It is
also important to recognize the blessings that began this journey.
The original impetus for many of the obstacles we face today began
in 2010 when McKenzie County surpassed the threshold of 1 million
barrels of oil produced in a month. Since then production has grown
so much that McKenzie County is now ranked as the highest oil producing
county in the United States. During the same time period in other areas of
the country, 118 rural hospitals closed and 440 rural nursing homes closed or
merged. We do face obstacles and to dismiss them would be a mistake, though
it can help to put them in perspective. It would also be a mistake to dismiss our
immense blessings. Finding the paradoxical balance on keeping an eye on both
obstacles and blessings is key in our approach to the future.
In an effort to face our obstacles head-on we began an extensive, ongoing review
of our system in April 2019. Through this we are identifying areas needing
improvement and subsequently the most effective solutions. In an effort to honor
the blessings we have been given, we are expanding general, orthopedic and
gynecological surgical services, patient-centric primary care services, and recruiting
two pediatricians, which is the next step in the process of implementing obstetrics.
It is difficult to look at both obstacle and blessing, to overcome the obstacle and
use the blessing. It is difficult and takes perseverance. And it is from our mission
of service we find the resolve to persevere.
“Count it all joy, my brothers, when you meet trials of various kinds, for you know
that the testing of your faith produces steadfastness. And let steadfastness have its
full effect, that you may be perfect and complete, lacking in nothing.” James 1:2-4
ESV
Kind regards,
Michael Curtis
Chief Administrative Officer
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MICHAEL CURTIS

MCHS Chief Administrative
Officer with daughter, Micah

MCHS Auxiliary Board

MORGAN STEBBINS

Debbie Wisness, Treasurer
Tammy Brenna, Secretary
Leslie Kelly, Vice-President
Sandi Wisness, President

mchs auxiliary update
This past year has been a busy year for the Auxiliary! On April 7th, 2019, we hosted our annual pancake and sausage
breakfast. It would not have been possible without the assistance of Lyle Leiseth and the wonderful volunteers from
the American Legion who make such delicious pancakes. Loretta Anderson’s homemade chokecherry and grape
syrup are always appreciated as well and enjoyed by all who attend. The Boy Scouts Troop #382 and the Badlands
Bullseye Archery Club Members kindly helped us serve guests. This year 240 people from our community attended.
We sponsor a scholarship in the spring to a student choosing a career in nursing. This year’s recipient was Morgan
Stebbins who graduated from Watford City High School in May 2019. She is attending Williston State College and
pursuing a career in nursing.
In May we planted the flowerbeds at the Good Shepherd Home’s Courtyard. They were so beautiful! This year we
also paid for the flowers at the Horizon Assisted Living, Connie Wold Wellness Center and the MCHS Rural Health
Clinic.
The Auxiliary is planning on making donuts and selling them to the public on November 14th, 2019, at the Watford
City Civic Center. This involves so many volunteers, and we’re so appreciative of everyone’s help.
Proceeds from our fundraising events help us support the funding of activities for the Good Shepherd Home, Horizon Assisted Living, and the Hospital Swing Bed Unit as well as the Activities Departments at both the Hospital and
Good Shepherd Home. Specific examples include: maintaining the bird aviary system at the Good Shepherd Home,
holiday decorations for our healthcare facility, sponsoring the Looney Lutheran musical entertainment at the Senior
Expo Day and paying for the transportation of elementary students weekly to come to the Good Shepherd Home for
the program from the Long X Arts Council.
Meetings are held the 4th Wednesday of each month at 2 PM in the Activity Department at the Good Shepherd
Home. We are always looking for new members to join. What we are able to accomplish is only possible through the
generous volunteer efforts and funds provided by our community.
Forever grateful,
Sandi Wisness, President
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GOOD SHEPHERD HOME &
HORIZON ASSISTED LIVING
The Good Shepherd Home and Horizon Assisted Living hosted a myriad
of events and activities in 2019 - as well as some special birthdays!

GOOD SHEPHERD HOME activities & events:
· Valentine’s Day Party and Crowning of King and Queen
· Easter Egg Hunt and Fashion Show
· Making of May Day Baskets
· Syttende Mai with the Sons of Norway
· Tea Party and Fashion Show with Horizon
· Resident Memorial Day Program
· Homecoming with WCHS visiting
· 2nd Graders Visiting
· Making Gift Bags for ER and Urgent Care Patients
· Resident Christmas Party
· All of our 100 and 100+ Birthday Parties
· Partnership with Arts of Life Program and all the
fun arts and crafts we made

HORIZON ASSISTED LIVING
EVENTS & OUTINGS:

may
JUNE

Theodore Roosevelt Park North Unit for
Mother's Day
Tobacco Gardens Marina dinner outing for
Father's Day · GSH/Horizon Tea Party

JUly

4th of July Parade & BBQ in Arnegard ·
Hamburgers in the Park in Arnegard · Friends
and Family BBQ · Medora Gospel Brunch

AUG.

Watford Market/Burgers in the Park
(Kent Pelton Dedication Day)

SEPT.

Norsk Hostfest

PHOTOS
Top Right: Good Shepherd Home residents made gift bags for ER and Urgent Care patients.
Bottom Three: Residents, friends and family have fun at the vintage tea party.
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celebrate

Above: Memorial Day Service Balloon Release at the Good Shepherd Home.
Below: Residents celebrated special birthdays in 2019, including Alice Witkowski, who turned
102 (left); Gladys Wisness, who turned 102 (middle), and Olga Hovet, who turned 100!
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BENEFIT FU
On behalf of the Benefit Fund of McKenzie County Healthcare Systems’
directors and staff, we are pleased to report momentous progress made
this past fiscal year. It comes as no surprise to us that our outstanding
community leaders stepped up to the plate once again and afforded us
continuous generosity and support. We continue to be humbled and would
like to take this opportunity to say “Thank You” for the many gifts we have
received to support our healthcare system.
Thank you for your unremitting support of McKenzie County Healthcare
Systems (MCHS) which includes: McKenzie County Hospital, Good Shepherd
Home, McKenzie County Rural Health Clinic, Horizon Assisted Living Center
and Connie Wold Wellness Center. The Benefit Fund continues to work
diligently on fundraising efforts through community and business pledges
to assist in offsetting costs of the new medical facility both by contributions
earmarked for bricks and mortar and those allocated for new equipment.
Over this past fiscal year, we have raised $850,887.41.
Last year the new medical facility opened for business on July 1, 2018. It is
because of the continuous support from our donors, both individual and
corporate, and local governmental partnerships that this historic event
was able to take place. The new facility has allowed us to more effectively
serve Watford City and the surrounding area’s growing population, and we
cannot thank our supporters enough. Though we have indeed reached a
very significant milestone, our fundraising efforts are far from complete. We
will continue to reach out to local businesses and individuals to raise funds
to assist in paying off the 40-year loan from the USDA and the 25-year loan
from the Bank of North Dakota. Over the past year two new physicians, an
orthopedic surgeon, and a general surgeon have been added to the everevolving team at MCHS. Our partnership with Great Plains Women’s Health
Center has been robust and critical for meeting the needs of women and
families who join our community. It is crucial to be able to provide healthcare
locally. Donations allow us to continue to pay down the loan for the new

PHOTOS
TOP TO BOTTOM
ConocoPhillips donated $5,000 toward MCHS General Facility
needs.

PAGE 10, LEFT TO RIGHT
Whiting generously contributed $200,000 toward the Labor &
Delivery Wing

XTO Energy generously donated new appliances to Horizon
Assisted Living.

Jan Dodge and Cleo Kirkland stand next to one of several art
pieces that now hang throughout the nurse break rooms. Jan
and Cleo chose and donated the pieces in loving memory of John
Kirkland.

Karlee Bailey, Mammography Technician, stands next to the 3D
Mammography Machine that was donated by Gary and Patsy
Levang and Darlene Wold. On October 17, 2019, we held our first
“walk-in” after hours 3D mammogram event for screenings.
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Ruth Rolfson is pictured with Lynn Welker. Ruth donated the
Main Courtyard in the new facility In Memory of the Pioneers of
McKenzie County.

Lynn Welker, Sandi Wisness, Paul Wisness, and Kristin Rhone
stand in front of the the Florence Sannes Activity Room, which
was donated by Paul, Sandi and family in memory of Allen and
Florence Sannes.

UND REPORT
facility, add physicians, and make upgrades to equipment for the betterment of all patients served.
The new medical facility has already proven its value to our community. This not only includes the much-needed
additional space to accommodate our staff and increasing population, but also the state-of-the-art medical equipment
we have been so fortunate with which to equip our new facility. With the addition of a 3D Mammography Machine, we
held our first walk-in 3D mammogram event in conjunction with Breast Cancer Awareness Month (October) to better
serve the community! Another first this year was working with one of our major contributors, ONEOK, to coordinate
a health fair for their employees providing an opportunity to seek lab work, skin screenings, vision checks, scheduling
of mammograms and physicals, and wellness conversations. The Benefit Fund is also very active in coordinating the
annual Women’s Day event and participating in local activities like Ribfest and Homefest.
Thank you to everyone who continues to volunteer their time, including those who serve on the Board of Directors,
Fundraising Committee and the MCHS Auxiliary. We would also like to thank Lynn Welker and Bryan Fevold for the
wonderful work they continue to carry out in their fundraising, outreach, marketing and communication efforts on
behalf of the organization. We could not have reached this level of success without them. Thank you to Leslie Kelly
for her great work managing the many day-to-day tasks associated with the Benefit Fund. We’d also like to thank Dan
Kelly for his guidance and dedication throughout the entirety of the new facility building project. It is because of the
relentless support and dedication from all of you that we can be here today to talk about the numerous successes
achieved at MCHS.
When considering where you may like to donate your annual gifts and when making your will please keep the Benefit
Fund of McKenzie County Healthcare Systems in mind. It is because of donations like these that we were able to open
the doors to our new medical facility and furnish it with the proper medical equipment necessary to accommodate our
expanding community. If you have questions or would like to speak with someone regarding this, please contact Lynn
Welker or myself.
Once again, on behalf of the Benefit Fund of McKenzie County Healthcare Systems, we say thank you for your
continuous and generous support!
Sincerely,
Myron Hovet
			
Benefit Fund Board President
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WOMEN'S DAY
McKenzie County Healthcare Systems hosted another
successful Women’s Day event on September 14, 2019
featuring a fun run, vendor show, Art Therapy Talk, an
update and meet-and-greet with doctors from MCHS, Paint
‘n Chat with the Long X Arts Foundation, and a free dinner
sponsored by Slawson Exploration and the American
Legion Carl E. Rogen Post 29.
Some of this year’s highlights included honoring Myra
Anderson, who was selected as Woman of the Year in
conjunction with the event and hearing from this year’s
honored speaker, Amberley Snyder (pictured above).
Amberley shared her inspirational story of turning into
triumph and inspiring all of America to Get Back on the
Horse.

2019 HIGHLIGHTS

350+
ATTENDEES

38

VENDORS

86

RUNNERS
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
MCHS TOTAL MARGIN

MCHS OPERATING MARGIN

FY 2019
FY2018		

FY 2019
FY2018		

10.9%
9.4%

$31,500,000

$23,000,000

$30,000,000

$21,500,000

$28,500,000

MCHS OPERATING

$25,500,000
$24,000,000
$22,500,000
$21,000,000
$19,500,000
$18,000,000
$16,500,000

HOSPITAL STATS

$15,000,000

$14,000,000
$12,500,000
$11,000,000

$18,767,372

$16,955,404

$18,291,010

Expense

$22,025,846

$18,017,653

Expense

$26,337,093

14,000
12,000

FY 2019

FY 2018

Total Inpatient
Admissions

163

152

Total Outpatient
Surgery

185

164

Total Swing Bed
Admissions

37

31

10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000

FY 2019

FY 2018

Total Emergency
Department Visits

5,099

4,035

Total of All Other
Procedures

14,262

13,591

Clinic Visits

10,590

9,460

100%

LONG-TERM CARE STATS

70,000

WELLNESS CENTER STATS

$15,500,000

$20,189,076

$29,561,674

65,000
60,000
55,000
50,000
45,000

Wellness Center Visits

$17,000,000

FY 2018

Net Revenue

40,000

$18,500,000

FY 2019

FY 2018

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

$20,000,000

Net Operating
Revenue

FY 2019

OUTPATIENT STATS

MCHS TOTAL

$27,000,000

-17.4%
-6.3%

FY 2019

FY 2018

67,396

62,021

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

FY 2019

FY 2018

Skilled Nursing % of
Occupancy

75%

77%

Basic Care % of
Occupancy

0%

36%

Assisted Living % of
Occupancy

59%

81%
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2019

2018

$ 10,015,279

$ 3,780,150

$ 3,683,740

$ 1,837,691

ASSETS

TWO-YEAR COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET

CURRENT ASSETS
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Cash and cash equivalents
RECEIVABLES
Patient and resident, net of estimated collectables
Other accounts receivable
Pledges receivable
Due from third party reimbursement programs
Inventories

$ 31,657

-

$ 1,871,100

-

$ 267,243

$ 34,742

$ 37,188

$ 144,464

$ 135,593

$ 13,929,085

$ 7,960,622

$ 13,291,813

$ 20,021,833

$ 94,067,523

$ 87,851,488

$ 200,000

$ 200,000

$ 9,926,002

$ 10,346,837

Prepaid expenses
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

$ 50,860

ASSETS LIMITED AS TO USE
Total asset limited to use
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
Net property and equipment
OTHER ASSETS
Long-term investments
Pledges Receivable - Net
Cash surrender value of life insurance

$ 416,819

$ 255,304

$ 10,542,821

$ 10,802,141

$ 131,831,242

$ 126,636,084

Total other assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Current maturities of long-term debt

$ 482,226

Current portion of postretirement benefit obligation

$

518 ,7 27

$ 12,000

$ 12,000

-

-

$ 1,415,577

$ 6,307,881

-

$ 27,938

S alar ies and Wages

$ 478,985

$ 416,483

Paid time of f

$ 429,355

$ 428,743

Checks issued in excess of available bank balances
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE:
Trade
Defer red Revenue
ACCRUED E X PEN SE S

Interes t
TOTA L CURREN T LI A BILI T IES

$
$

587, 287

$

3, 4 05, 430

6 83, 814

$8 ,395,586

LONG -TER M LI A BILITIE S
Long-term debt

$

Pos t retirement benef i t obligation

74 ,329,931
$

Deferred revenue - Les s current por tion

$

63, 813,595

351,363

$

-

258 ,663
-

LONG -T ERM LI A BILI T IES

$

74 ,6 81, 29 4

$

6 4 ,072, 258

TOTA L LI A BILI T IES

$

78 ,086 ,724

$

72, 4 67, 8 4 4

Unres tric ted

$

31,715, 866

$

28 , 4 41,182

Temporaril y Res tric ted

$

22,028 ,651

$

5 4 ,16 8 , 24 0

TOTA L NE T A SSE T S

$

53,74 4 ,518

$

5 4 ,16 8 , 24 0

NE T A S SE T S

TOTA L LI A BILITIE S A ND A S SE T S

$ 131, 8 31, 2 4 2

$

12 6 ,6 3 6 ,0 8 4

TWO-YEAR COMPARATIVE income
statement
2019

REVENUE
Net Patient and resident services revenue, less bad debts

$ 18,767,372

Other Revenue

2018
$

14 , 898 , 2 39

$ 2,797,264

$ 1,342,828

$ 21,564,636

$ 16,241,067

S alar ies

$ 9,507,150

$ 7,503,349

Employee benef it s

$ 1,789,595

$ 1,619,725

$ 746,089

$ 1,626,902

Purchased ser v ices

$ 5,990,509

$ 2,585,489

Supplies

Tot al revenues , gains and other suppor t
EXPENSES

Professional fees

$ 1,604,548

$ 1,196,503

Repair s and maintenance

$ 212 , 252

$ 5 82,12 3

U tilities

$

513 ,10 0

$ 475,93 4

Insurance

$ 119,6 6 6

$ 115, 474

O ther

$ 7 29,624

$ 6 86 , 281

Interes t
Depreciation
Tot al E xpenses
OPER ATING INCOME (LOS S )

$ 2 32,70 9

$ 9 0,926

$ 4 , 891, 851

$ 1, 8 0 8 , 3 0 4

$

26 , 337,0 93

$

(4 ,7 7 2 , 4 5 8)

$

18 , 291,010

$

(2 ,0 4 9,9 4 3)

O ther Income (expenses) :
Unres tr ic ted contr ibutions
Mineral r ight s

$
$

Gain / (Loss) on dispos al of f ixed asset s
Inves tment income
Tot al other income

6 6 , 39 9

$

4 ,655, 425

$

Revenue in excess of expenses

$

39,74 8

$

31,075

$

715, 8 0 0
2 ,9 92,018

$

(45,0 41)

$

285, 2 36

4 ,792,6 4 8

$

3 ,9 4 8 ,013

$

$

1, 8 9 8 ,0 70

2 0,19 0

OTHER CH A NGE S IN UNR E S TR IC TED NE T A S SE T S
Contr ibutions for long- li ved asset s

-

Net asset s released f rom res tr ic tions

$

( 321, 262)

Changes in unrealized gains and losses on inves tment s

$

(561,112)

Reclassiciation of net asset s

$

4 ,0 86 ,765

Increase (decrease) in unres tric ted net assets

$

3 , 2 2 4 , 5 81

$

10 0,0 0 0
$

$

37,781

(1,0 8 4 ,03 4)
$

9 51, 817
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MCHS PROVIDERS UPDATE ATTENDEES AT WOMEN’S
DAY EVENT
MCHS welcomed several new providers in 2019, adding to our
already great staff!
(Above Left to right) Dr. Lucinda Mundorf, Dr. Leah BrewsterDNP, Dr. Ravindra Joshi, Dr. Warren Hunter Looney, Dr. Torfi
Hoskuldsson, Dr. Gary Ramage, and Jess Heggen-FNP

A DDR ES S:
PHONE:
W EB: 		

709 4th Ave NE, Wat ford Cit y, ND
701.8 42.30 0 0
McKenzieHealth.com
/mckenzie-county-healthcare-systems/
/MCHSRuralHealth
/McKenzieHealth

